
Glass topGlass topGlass topGlass top    •Persistent stains may require vigorous rubbing with nylon scourer or creamed powder cleansers. Household enamel cleaners are available, follow the manufacturer instructions in their use. Harsh abrasive cleaners, powder cleaners, steel wool or wax polishes should not be used. •Do not use the glass top as a work table. Burner caps & crownsBurner caps & crownsBurner caps & crownsBurner caps & crowns    •These can all be lifted off and removed for separate cleaning. •Ensure burner caps and crowns are thoroughly dried after cleaning or spillage. •When cleaning the burner, ensure that all the flame ports, injector hole and other holes are free of any blockage. (Fig 13,14) 
 

•If necessary, use a matchstick or brush tocar ports. •After cleaning, ensure the burner caps are reassembled properly into position. •After cleaning service, when assembling the burner crown and caps, care must be taken to ensure the spark plug is not knocked. The spark plug will crack if knocked and may give rise to flame ignition problem. 

  

What to do if 
Phenomenon                            Reason                                  Solution                   

Burner will not light... Air in gas line 
  

Purge gas line 
 Blockage in line   Trace back & clear 
 Ignition not sparking   Check lead & electrode 
 Battery is dead   Replace battery 
 Burner not fitted correctly   Fit burner in correct position 

Burner lights back to injector... Excessive lint up of burner 

Excessive gas pressure 

mixing tube Remove & clean burner 

Check gas regulator pressure & 

adjust if necessary 

Burner has explosive ignition... Excessive gas pressure 
  

Check gas regulator pressure & 

adjust if necessary 

lgnitor not sparking... Electrode gap excessive 

lgnitor connections loose 

Battery is dead 

  Check gap, adjust if not between 

4-5 mm 

Check connections to ignitor, 

replace if faulty 

Change a new battery 

WARNING:- 
Do not spray aerosols in the vicinity of this hob while in operation. Some propellant gases can break down when 
heated and produce corrosive vapours which will attack some materials. 
Articles which are made from flammable materials should not be stored in drawers or cupboards immediately below 
this hob. 
Do not store articles within 50mm of the base. 
Do not touch spark ignitor while lighting the burner. 
Where this appliance is installed in a marine craft or in caravans, it shall not be used as a space heater. 

 


